FRANZ   GRILLPARZER	6l
" All things come to him who waits "—all things
perhaps, but one may have to wait too long. Vienna
recognized her greatest poet only when his race was
nearly run. " Too late, too late ! " was the cry that
rang all through Grillparzer's life; this was the
bitterness of his tragedy. No German writer was
ever the centre of such a celebration as that which
greeted his eightieth birthday; and when he died in
1872, no poet, except perhaps Klopstock, had a more
imposing funeral cortege. Had only one tithe of all
these honours fallen to him in the zenith of his career,
when Wet? dem, der lugt met its fate on the Vienna stage
in 183 8, the dramatic literature of the German-speaking
world might have been the richer by many master-
pieces.
And yet, with all his despair and self-distrust, Grill-
parzer had an inner consciousness of his own worth,
which no real genius is ever totally without.
Will unsre Zeit mich bestreiten,
Ich kss? es ruhig gescheh'n,
Ich komme aus andern Zeiten,
Und hofFe In andre zu gehn.1
The development of dramatic poetry in the course of
the last fifty years has, in great measure, justified this
boast. Byron's prophecy may not yet be fully
realized, but in German-speaking lands Grillparzer
has long been accepted as a classic. He takes his
place, at least, in the front rank of the European poets
of the nineteenth century who have written for the
theatre ; what is perhaps more significant is that his
poetry is essentially modern, as 'Brand and Peer Gynt
are modern. Grillparzer was one of those mis-
appreciated geniuses whose message has meant more
for the age which came after them than for their own.
oui- time deny me, I let it do so, unperturbed ;    I come from
other times and hope to pass into others."

